On-Site Waste Sterilizer Program
Mark-Costello’s On-Site Sterilizer Treat and Pay System offers competitive rates, and provides monthly billing based on pounds treated. Choose from a variety of sizes and options. Additional to our treat and pay system Mark-Costello’s rental program offers industrial waste compactors and cart dumpers. The Treat and Pay System is your best cost effective alternative to capital spending and rising commercial-transportation costs.

Sterilizer Advantages
No Pre-Treatment Handling Risks
Sterilizers Available for Any Size Facility
Uncomplicated to Operate
Simple to Install
Low Utility Consumption
Lowered Transportation Risks
Low Operating Costs
Utilize Existing Steam Supply

1. Load Cart onto Scale/Cart Lift
2. Cart Weight is Sent to Sterilizer Controller
3. Roll Cart into Sterilizer for Treatment
4. Deposit Treated Waste into Compactor

Economically Sterilize your Medical Waste on site. Monthly billing based on pounds treated. Call us for a cost savings analysis today.
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